
Mooncake   With   Sweet   Lotus   Paste   Filling   
(Banh   Tet   Trung   Nhan   Hat   Sen)  
Makes   10   standard-size   mooncakes  

INGREDIENTS  

Lotus   Seed   Paste   (Nhan   Hat   Sen)  

● 200g   dried   lotus   seeds   (without   skin   and   core   removed;   wash   and   presoak  
overnight)  

● Water   as   needed  
● 80g   granulated   white   sugar  
● 90g   vegetable   oil  
● 3   tablespoons   honey  
● 1/2   teaspoon   fine   sea   salt  

Mooncake   Wrapper  

● 130g   all-purpose   flour   plus   1/4   cup   for   dusting  
● 25g   vegetable   oil  
● 100g   honey   mixed   with   2   tablespoons   water  

Egg   Wash  

● 1   egg   yolk  
● 1   tablespoon   egg   white  

Equipment   Needed  

● Blender   ( Vitamix    with   plunger   preferred)   or   food   processor  
● Kitchen   scale  
● Mooncake   mold  
● Small   spray   bottle   with   water  
● Very   small   and   fine   pastry   brush   
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INSTRUCTIONS  

1. Make   the   lotus   seed   paste:   Rinse   presoaked   lotus   seeds   and   place   in   a  
medium-size   pot.   Fill   with   water   to   cover   the   seeds   by   1-inch.   Simmer   on   low,  
uncovered,   for   about   30   minutes   or   when   seeds   are   softened.   Transfer   lotus  
seeds   to   a   blender   or   food   processor   and   mix   on   high   until   smooth.   If   the   blender  
gets   stuck,   add   just   enough   water   (no   more   than   1/3   cup)   until   it   mixes   again.   A  
Vitamix   blender   with   a   plunger   is   great   for   making   a   very   smooth   paste   without  
the   need   to   add   too   much   water.   Once   mixture   is   completely   smooth,   transfer  
paste   to   the   medium-size   frying   pan.   Heat   on   low   and   continually   stir   the   paste  
mixture   until   you   get   a   dry   paste   that   has   the   texture   of   play-doh   or   soft   clay.  
Shape   filling   into   10   balls,   using   a   kitchen   scale   for   uniformity.   Cover   with   plastic  
wrap   and   set   aside.  

2. Make   the   mooncake   wrapper:   In   a   medium-size   mixing   bowl,   gently   mix   together  
flour,   vegetable   oil   and   honey/water   mixture   until   combined   and   smooth.   Cover  
with   plastic   wrap   and   let   it   rest   at   room   temperature   for   30   minutes.  

3. Preheat   oven   to   350°F.  
4. Use   a   kitchen   scale   to   divide   the   wrapper   dough   them   into   10   balls   of   equal  

weight.   Make   sure   to   cover   wrapper   dough   with   plastic   wrap   to   prevent   drying  
out.   Take   one   portion   of   the   wrapper   dough   and   use   the   palm   of   your   hand   to  
flatten   it   into   a   round   wrapper.   Place   a   filling   ball   in   the   center   of   the   wrapper.  
Gently   push   the   wrapper   upward   around   the   filling   ball   until   completely   covered  

5. Dust   your   mooncake   mold   to   prevent   sticking.   Place   the   wrapped   filling   ball   into  
the   mold   and   lightly   dust   the   exposed   bottom.   Line   a   large   baking   sheet   with  
parchment   paper.   Push   the   plunger   of   the   mold   down   and   slowly   release   the  
mooncake   onto   the   desired   location   on   the   baking   sheet.   Try   not   to   move   the  
mooncake   as   it   will   ruin   the   stamped   pattern.  

6. Spray   a   very,   very   thin   mist   of   water   on   the   surface   of   the   mooncakes   to   prevent  
cracking   the   surfaces.   Do   not   spray   too   much   water   as   it   will   ruin   the   stamped  
pattern.  

7. Place   the   baking   sheet   in   the   oven   and   bake   for   7   minutes   at   350°F   to   firm   the  
shape.  

8. In   a   small   bowl,   whisk   together   egg   yolk   and   egg   white   with   a   fork   unitl   it   smooth.  
Make   sure   there   are   no   clumps.   Transfer   the   mooncake   out   of   the   oven   after   the  
first   7-minute   bake   and   brush   the   mooncakes   ever   so   lightly   with   the   egg   wash  
mixture   (top   and   sides).   A   heavy   hand   will   ruin   the   pattern   so   be   very,   very  
careful.   Put   the   mooncakes   back   into   the   oven   and   bake   for   15   more   minutes  



until   golden   brown.   Do   not   overbake.   The   inside   is   already   cooked   and   will   dry  
out   if   overbaked.  

9. Allow   the   baked   mooncakes   to   rest   for   one   day   to   develop   a   shiny   skin.   Once  
surface   is   oily   and   shiny,   it's   ready   to   be   packaged   for   gift   giving   or   immediate  
consumption.  

 


